This article analyses post-apartheid public spaces through social and spatial practices at the Victoria & Alfred (V&A) Waterfront mall in Cape Town. Our empirical evidence suggests that these public spaces involve much more than just consumption patterns, as they sustain and support novel ways of asserting social identities in a new political situation. These changes are, however, quite complex and fraught with ambivalence. Consequently, we scrutinize how race is staged in that space, and how racial diversity produces various kinds of boundaries. We then argue that these urban practices lead us to an understanding of the precarious balance between private and public spaces. We propose the notion of 'publicization' -the process whereby private spaces acquire a more public dimension.
Introduction
C an social revolution be sustained in a mall? The end of apartheid in 1994 signified a considerable shift -not only in South African politics, but also in social relations. These new relations are ex pressed in new urban practices that are changing South African cities. In this article, we analyze post-apartheid urban dynamics against the backdrop of Cape Town's public spaces and, more specifically, its waterfront.
Social sciences have frequently used the South African case as a 'laboratory case' that allows theoretical issues to be tested and critical concepts to be assessed in real societal conditions. 1 As an intrinsically spatial regime, 2 apartheid has always been a source of interest for critically inclined cultural geographers. The implementation of racist beliefs and policies shaped spaces at the national, regional, and city level, producing what could be described as typical geographies of (racial) classification and socio-spatial control. 3 Not only people were labeled members of specific racial groups, 4 but South African cities, too, were strictly structured along racial lines. Legislation culminating in the 1953 Group Areas Act ensured that each group lived in separate neighborhoods, which differed greatly -Whites in pleasant, green suburbs and Coloureds and Africans in bleak townships. This segregation was extended to all levels of space, from public cultural geographies 16(3) 352 spaces and services to private homes, where provision was largely made for separate toilets for servants of color.
These geographical conditions still inform South Africa's cities: although the political regime was transformed into a democracy in 1994, and the pace of social change has been rapid, the inertia of spatial structures endures. Furthermore, spatial dynamics are subject to a 'time gap' 5 : inherited, even ossified, spatial forms designed to exert control over large parts of the population now accommodate democratic practices. In turn, these new practices have to imagine new ways of using apartheid space. The resulting discrepancy between spaces of control and new appropriations of space is a source of tension.
A further cause of spatial change in South Africa has been the state's loss of absolute power as a force shaping the cities. The present democratic dispensation allows the emergence or empowering of other agents. These include the market, local governments, various lobbies, and individuals. While having very different capacities to act, they all take part in the shaping of the cities. More specifically, since democratization, South Africa has increasingly experienced the influence of neoliberalism through the combined effect of national public policies and exposure to global forces. In particular, the economic policies pursued by the national government since 1996 have given both local and foreign investors a significant role in transforming the urban landscape. 6 Then again, this post-apartheid evolution of South African cities has been used by scholars to initiate a more general discussion on contemporary cities, and to assess whether theoretical frames devised in the North fit cities of the South. Authors such as Robinson and Mbembe push the challenge one step further and use South African cities in their endeavor to 'writ[e] the world from an African metropolis' 7 or 'thin[k] about cities from a place outside the global core'. 8 'Thinking through' South African cities, as Robinson puts it, 9 is what we attempt to do in this paper by focusing on Cape Town's currently reformed and redefined public spaces. We believe that an approach through public spaces first allows a fresh interpretation of what apartheid was and what its consequences are in present-day South Africa. Second, the very importance of public space during apartheid makes exploring its post-apartheid dynamics imperative. In turn, the South African case sheds new light on the notion of public space.
We base our analysis of post-apartheid public spaces on spatial practices at the Victoria & Alfred (V&A) Waterfront harbor renovation and mall: a space initially designed for the sole use of White, middle-class consumers. Our empirical evidence suggests that social and spatial practices there involve much more than just consumption patterns. Indeed, during the research, we uncovered the paradox of a privately owned space devoted to consumerism also functioning as a place where racially and socially diverse people exert their 'right to the city' 10 -a privilege that is historically far from self-evident for the residents of Cape Town. Socio-spatial practices at the V&A also sustain and support new ways of asserting social identities in a new political situation. The processes, interactions, and consequences of these changes are, however, quite complex and fraught with ambivalence, even paradoxes. Consequently, we underline the ambivalence of a (White) mall becoming mixed by scrutinizing how race is staged in space. We then argue that these urban practices lead us to an understanding of the precarious balance between private and public spaces. To better understand this balance, we propose the notion of 'publicization' -the process whereby private spaces acquire a more public dimension.
Public space and the apartheid city
(Re)defining public space ' Public space' is a tricky notion as different disciplines give the term different and partially overlapping meanings. There are three prevailing interpretations of public space. 11 First, public space has been politically understood as the metaphorical space of public debate. It thus reflects the vitality of a given society's political life. A vibrant public space is a manifestation of the strength of democracy, most notably through civil society and participatory citizenship. This definition, strongly embraced by French sociologists, 12 stems from Habermas. 13 Although his vision of public sphere has been criticized as constrained to a White, bourgeois, and male audience within very specific historical and spatial limits, 14 we find this political perspective most useful for our attempts to understand public space. Cafés, the press, and the internet are the physical and virtual places where public space -in a political and metaphorical sense -can most often be found, even though it does sometimes take to the streets and demonstrates. In apartheid South Africa, the prevailing White hegemony aimed at excluding Africans from this political and metaphorical public space by denying them franchise and other basic rights of citizenship.
Second, public space has been characterized from a juridical point of view that defines public land -land owned by public authorities -as public space. According to this definition, streets, squares, parks, and gardens are public spaces. Taking this view, urban planners distinguish between private and public land on the basis of its ownership under what Nicholas Blomley has called a specific, capitalist 'property regime.' 15 Richard Sennett labels this dichotomy a pillar of modernity's spatial order. 16 However, this definition needs to be historically contextualized: ever since Roman times, western jurists have consistently distinguished between public and private realms. 17 In South Africa, the White-dominated state owned a considerable amount of land in urban areas, which allowed it to dictate the shape of the city and to facilitate its racial control.
Third, and most importantly for our analysis, through its uses and the diversity of the people who frequent it, public space has been identified from a social perspective. In this sense, it refers to a concrete place where people from all walks of life meet and interact with one another. The French sociologist Isaac Joseph has been particularly active in promoting this view. 18 He emphasizes that open access is necessary for a space to be public in this social sense. Consequently, social public space should welcome 'a plurality of uses or perspectives.' 19 Joseph especially underlines its multidimensional and theatrical quality: in social public space, people are simultaneously on stage and in the public. Joseph calls this special quality of social public spaces 'publicness.' More recently, Staeheli and Mitchell 20 have theorized 'publicness' as follows:
[T]he quality of publicness -the publicness of space -seems to consist of the relationships established between property (as both a thing and a set of relationships and rules) and the people who inhabit, use, and create property. A key issue with regard to the publicness of a space is the quality of access, which in turn is established in part through property relationships. 21 They have extended this view to put the question 'What is publicity?' at the heart of their project. In other words, '[w]hat shapes the ability -for differently situated people -to be in public? What are the conditions of possibility, in particular times and places, of public-ness?' 22 On defining publicity, they insist that that which constitutes a public, or the rules of access to a specific space, is an exercise of power. Consequently, publicity has no fixed or settled meaning: it fluctuates at SYRACUSE UNIV LIBRARY on June 25, 2009 http://cgj.sagepub.com Downloaded from cultural geographies 16(3) 354 permanently, is even contested. Under the apartheid dispensation, access to public space and the social roles played therein were solely defined by race: a decision by the White minority power that was challenged by the anti-apartheid movement, most prominently during the 1952 Defiance Campaign, when non-violent protesters entered White-only spaces such as bars, post offices, benches, railway stations, etc.
The political, juridical, and social definitions of public space differ; they describe a variety of phenomena and/or spaces. Consequently, when referring to public space, it is necessary to indicate which of the three levels are involved: the political, as a space of debate; the juridical, as public property; or the social, as a space accessible to everyone. Furthermore, a space can be public at one of these three levels but private at another level. Gated streets are, for instance, still juridically public -they still resort under a municipality -but their social use is private. This complex, multi-layered understanding of public space is evident in Cape Town with its apartheid history.
Cape Town, the city of unequal public spaces
Cape Town was established in 1652 (see Figure 1 ). For most of its history it was essentially a colonial city utilizing slave labor; the established hierarchies later turned into the principles of racial separation. Officially, it became segregated in 1901 when most Africans were forcibly removed to Ndabeni on the outskirts of the city. 23 At that time, race mattered, but class could overrule it: a person's wealth and family connections could undermine the importance of color when determining an indi vidual's social position. 24 Furthermore, there was no total residential segregation as mixed neighborhoods still existed. 25 Consequently, people of color had access -albeit limited -to all the differ ent levels of public space. Coloured Capetonians could still hold significant positions at the political level, as Dr Abdurahman and his daughter Cissy Gool did, by becoming city councilors. Streets in the city center -juridical public spaces -still bustled with people of all shades and hues. 26 Socially, people could also mingle over color lines in specific spaces such as churches and cinemas.
The segregation of urban space in South Africa attained its most infamous elaborations during the apartheid era . 27 The defining change that apartheid brought about was that it systematized segregation and extended it to all spheres of life. The apartheid regime claimed and controlled public spaces for Whites only. The regulation of public space was central to the apartheid system. All three levels of public space were targeted: the political, because hierarchies of power were established on the 'natural' order of racial groups rather than on democratic principles, thus excluding the majority of the population from the political realm. Cape Town Coloureds -who equaled Whites in numbers by 1948 -lost their political position in 1956, and Africans were denaturalized and given citizenship of the 'independent' homelands of Transkei and Ciskei. Juridically, the control of land was concentrated in White hands. The apartheid regime transformed existing, juridical public places, designing new ones as places of power and propaganda, erecting symbols of White supremacy such as statues and monuments celebrating the triumphs of the Afrikaner nation. Legislation also ensured that a social change occurred, as meeting and mingling with the racial Other in public spaces was largely prevented. Apartheid administration limited the use, and even the existence, of social public spaces by reserving access at SYRACUSE UNIV LIBRARY on June 25, 2009 http://cgj.sagepub.com Downloaded from to them to Whites. 'Petty apartheid' worked on a microgeographic level, effectively separating transport, post offices, banks, theatres, and hotels -to mention but a few -along racial and racist lines. 28 It even segregated beaches and parks, and wiped out those public spaces and residential areas unsuited for the White minority's highly sanitized concept of urban space -as happened in the infamous case of District Six. 29 In other words, the very essence of public space -as democratic, civic, and accessible -was negated by the apartheid system. Yet, even during this concentrated effort to emphasize the supposed primordial inequalities between racial groups, the racially mixed nature of the public space in Cape Town was never completely eradicated. The suburb of Woodstock was, for instance, never completely segregated, and remained a 'grey zone' to the end of apartheid. 30 There, the process of segregation was stalled for years as successive proclamations, contradictory decisions and indecisiveness, bureaucratic problems, local defiance, and practical difficulties in deciding within families who was Coloured and who was White brought it to a standstill. Also anti-apartheid movements contested, resisted, and even strategically targeted the state's public spaces policy in many ways. Potent, massive demons trations symbolically claimed back the streets of the city center -juridical public spaces. During the 1960 anti-pass demonstration, African men in their tens of thousands, led by a youthful Philip Kgosana, walked up De Waal Drive from the townships to the city center -a march long remembered in the nightmares of White Capetonians. Another symbolic demonstration, the 'Purple Rain Protest,' was held at the very end of the apartheid regime, on 2 September 1989 in Adderley Street, in the heart of Cape Town. The purple dye sprayed by police cannons onto pro testers led to city-wide graffiti proclaiming 'the purple shall govern.' Both the demonstration and the graffiti reclaimed the city's public space for the people. The protesters also attempted to establish non-racial social public spaces. The centrally located St. George cathedral at the top of Adderley Street, for example, became a hotbed of resistance under the leadership of Archbishop Desmond Tutu in the 1980s. Even if the movement's scope was at first limited, such actions did challenge the existing apartheid conceptions of public spaces. Progressively, the democratic movement conquered public space during apartheid's final years and this contestation culminated in the 1994 negotiated revolution. 31 
Towards the emergence of new public spaces?
The emergence of new public spaces in South Africa was linked to the democratization process, which provided access to public space for people whose presence had previously been illegal, and whose access had been restricted purely on racial grounds. Therefore, first and foremost, demo cratization had to be about giving more rights to African, Coloured, and Indian people. The first changes were recorded during the last years of the apartheid regime, and legally opened social public spaces to all races: for the first time since 1950, beaches and parks could officially accommodate multiracial visitors. Later, the transition years led to the repeal of the Group Areas Act in 1991. The path was now clear for racial desegregation in both public spaces and residential areas. Today, while places of residence are still largely racially segregated, 32 places of sociability are slowly desegregating.
Political public space was democratized with the renowned first democratic elections of 1994. The electoral results put a democratic government of national unity, dominated by the African National Congress, in power. This meant that public property -juridical public spaces -was in the hands of a legitimate state and regulated by democratically approved laws. Nonetheless, democratization and desegregation are not the only developments that affect space in postapartheid Cape Town, even if they are among the most easily identifiable.
If a contemporary observer were to look at Cape Town from the top of Table Mountain , she would see urban spaces that still bear the imprint of apartheid ideologies and practices.
Strict functional zoning separates the central business district (CBD), the harbor and industrial areas, and sprawling residential suburbs, which can range from the leafy, dotted with turquoise swimming pools, to the bleak, sandy, and windswept. With the benefit of 20-20 vision or binoculars, our observer would be able to distinguish some of the new, post-apartheid projects from among the residential suburbs: sprawling, low-cost housing developments and upper-class, gated communities. In the low-cost areas, even though the residents are now racially more heterogeneous and enjoy the full benefits of South African citizenship, their environments remain as monotonous as those of apartheid-designed townships. The neighborhoods are purely residential, with strict functional zoning compelling people to commute long hours to distant places of employment or commerce. Here, spatial fragmentation completes social fragmentation. The endless rows of cubical starter houses mainly accommodate a population that is still poor, still badly educated, and still African or Coloured. At the other end of the market, gated communities, mainly inhabited by Whites, have sprung up all over Cape Town -even if the pace of their development does not match those in Johannesburg. 33 The surrounding physical barriers and the flocks of African security guards are material manifestations of the self-exclusion of the wealthiest. Distance or physical barriers isolate these new residential areas, different as they may be, and instead of contributing to the desegregation of the post-apartheid city, they further divide it. 34 Thus, the remains of the apartheid city and the inertia of spatial structures 35 are currently consolidated by new developments at both ends of the market to produce a very fragmented city. 36 At the same time, many authors have pointed out that, as McDonald and Smith 37 put it, ' [o]ne of the most remarkable features of the post-apartheid political landscape in South Africa has been the rise of neoliberal thought and policy making.' In the South African context, Narsiah has defined neoliberalism as an increase in fiscal austerity, deregulation, and privatization. These changes are accompanied by the state's diminishing role and the transfer of competence to the private sector. 38 This development is generally -though not always 39 -associated with the 1996 policy shift from the Reconstruction and Development Program (RPD) to the Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) program. A macroeconomic strategy, this shift strongly emphasized eco nomic growth, implying that such growth would fuel the much-needed redistribution and reduction of inherited inequalities. However, in South Africa neoliberalism is a multiscalar phenomenon, which has also informed urban policy making. 40 Private investment, both foreign and local, is regarded as a key factor, and Cape Town increasingly attracts international firms. 41 New business implantation, combined with the rapid expansion of tourism, produces what could be termed a neoliberal urban landscape.
Moving her gaze from the suburbs towards the city, our observer would then notice the kitsch architecture of GrandWest Casino and Century City, a new development hub that boasts a mall, a theme park, and the simulacrum of a Venetian canal, among others. 42 Eventually, she will notice the numerous construction projects -be they commercial spaces, offices, hotels, or luxury condos in the making -in the foreshore area and CBD. 43 The names of international companies and hotel chains, such as the Arabelle Sheraton Hotel, Vodacom Towers, and the Holiday Inn, on buildings prove that South Africa has indeed very rapidly joined the globalizing world since the end of economic isolation and international sanctions. Cape Town's urban spaces are thus subjected to two colliding influences: local -mainly socio-political, linked to democratization and the end of the racial order -and global, in other words, the consequences of capitalism, neoliberalism, and economic globalization. 
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A mall order?
Cape Town is experiencing what can only be termed the decay of its traditional public spaces, together with the residential fragmentation mentioned above. 45 In that sense, Cape Town's development converges with international urban dynamics. This global development is emphasized by the local changes described above. The streets, squares, and parks are no longer immaculately maintained by Africans for the exclusive use of the wealthy, White part of the population. The atmosphere has changed: public places are grubbier and certainly less safe. Since the demise of apartheid, criminal violence has replaced political violence. The occasional observer walking through Cape Town's Company Gardens during the late afternoon witnesses loitering tourists and relaxing office workers leaving the park to be replaced by the homeless, bergies. Indeed, most people do not walk the streets of Cape Town after dark if they can avoid it. The general feeling of insecurity is further fuelled by soaring crime statistics. 46 Local stakeholders have reacted to this situation by either avoiding traditional public spaces -thus accelerating their decay -or privatizing them. This process has taken on various manifestations: public land, for example, has been privatized through gating and road closures, and private security companies are now largely in charge of public safety.
However, the decay and privatization of the traditional public spaces do not necessarily signify the death of public space as such, as new sociospatial forms are being invented. The private spaces of consumption and sociability, such as trendy cafés and restaurants, have undergone transformation -of which the revival of Long Street, which has become a bustling center of nocturnal party activity, is a good example. In addition to the CBD, pericentral areas such as Sea Point, Observatory, and Woodstock have been at the forefront of these changes, not least due to their history as racially mixed neighborhoods. Previously White malls, such as the Victoria & Alfred Waterfront, have also started to welcome Coloured and African patrons.
Malls thus appear key spaces for analysing the way these different trends -neoliberalism, global ization, democratization, and desegregation -converge in South Africa, as well as their com plex, localized, outputs. The international literature on malls has been expanding since the end of the 1980s, and is now profuse. 47 Much of that literature points to the mall-as-simulacrum or 'pseudoplace,' 48 passing for public space even though it sanitizes the urban experience and is solely and very carefully designed for consumption. Analysts have thus tended to criticize the mall from a political point of view, highlighting the different ways it creates a safe bubble for the middle-class, and deploring the absence of political debate -the essential Habermasian dimension -in such a mock 'public space.' Staeheli and Mitchell, for instance, have shown that the political dimension of public space is biased and stunted by management practices in Syracuse's Carousel Center Mall. 49 They have crucially emphasized the need to understand how the 'public' is constructed, who is excluded, and who is fighting for inclusion. 50 In discussions on South Africa, observers have argued that the malls constitute new, globally 'imagineered,' 'regulated and repackaged' public spaces. 51 Local academics have also drawn from the discourses of desire and nostalgia when discussing the malls. 52 In addition, they have pointed out that the malls function as exclusionary, class-identity-building places. 53 But do these spaces only operate in terms of global capital and its image-generating wizards manipulating the minds of the middle-class masses? Are they just palaces of desire, cradles of nostalgia, or sanctuaries that help Capetonians to escape from the grim realities of the present urban spaces? Could these global stages function as places of local contestations in a deeply divided society, or is the hegemony of global capital stifling these attempts?
Perceptive analysts like Goss have prompted us to reflexively question the very negative point of view on malls that is generally held: 'there persists a high-cultural disdain for conspicuous massconsumption resulting from the legacy of a puritanical fear of the moral corruption inherent in commercialism and materialism, and sustained by a modern intellectual contempt for consumer society.' 54 Hopkins goes further by extending the enquiry to what he calls 'the social functions of shopping centers' and asking 'whether the mega-mall represents a new form of social centre.' 55 In his 1991 article, significantly entitled 'West Edmonton Mall as centre for social interaction,' he shows that the mega-mall is indeed 'used as a place to mingle and socialize.' 56 The Victoria & Alfred Waterfront, Cape Town's most emblematic mall, is undoubtedly the best place for our inquiry. The closeness of the harbor and the commanding silhouette of Table Mountain make the Waterfront an absorbing place (see Figure 2) : it is cosmopolitan and African at the same time. This harbor rehabilitation, very much in the lines of James Rouse's festival marketplace, dates back to the end of the 1980s when the abandoned buildings and outdated quays were transformed into a pseudo-Victorian shoppertainment attraction for White Capetonians. 57 The municipality of Cape Town's plans to redevelop the harbor began to be implemented when 'the then landowner of the Cape Town harbour, a state-owned transport corporation, Transnet Limited, established the Victoria & Alfred Waterfront (Pty) Limited as a wholly-owned subsidiary company to redevelop the historic docklands.' In a classic publicprivate partnership, Transnet provided the land under a long-term lease, while the private sector was in charge of its development. The construction work began in 1989, and was carried out in four phases. In 2006, Transnet decided to part with its share in the company, selling to the L&R Consortium, which has British (London & Regional Group Holdings Limited), South African (Black Economic Empowerment stakeholders), and Dubai (Istithmar PJSC, a part of Dubai World, held by the Dubai government) elements. 58 Today, the Waterfront reportedly receives around 22 million visitors a year. There are several shopping complexes, the largest boasting 100 000 m 2 of commercial space, 68 restaurants, taverns, and eateries, 7 hotels, and 240 retail outlets. 59 The entertainment facilities include two cinema complexes, the Two Oceans Aquarium, and the South African Maritime Museum (see Figure 3 ). Various sightseeing tours and cruises depart from the Waterfront. Most notably, the Nelson Mandela Gateway to Robben Island, the only access to the infamous prison turned into an internationally acclaimed museum, adds to the sense of history integral to the Waterfront.
The place as a whole is appealing to visitors because it is reminiscent of a mythical urban center -old but lively. This impression is the result of a variety of spatial elements, as several phases of renovation and construction have produced a composite space after almost two decades. Victorian warehouses have been transformed into a shopping mall, while their restored facades, brightly painted, still gaze upon the piers. The food court, partly shaded by arcades, connects the inside mall with the outside promenades and the amphitheatre. In addition, fishing boats, renovated historic sailing boats, and passing ships stopping for repairs confirm the Waterfront's status as a working harbor. In other words, designers have combined the interior model of the 'traditional' city center with the exterior model of the 'local and patrimonial.' 60 This reference to the local and patrimonial is further elaborated by a wide variety of attractions and entertain ments that make the Waterfront a popular venue. There are bands, street performers, singers, theatre groups, fire blowers, contortionists, and clowns offering entertainment on the promenades and in the amphitheatre. The managing company organizes and selects them, thus seeking to control the ways in which this lively public space is constructed. It also ensures that top-notch security arrangements are firmly in place. 61 The Victoria & Alfred Waterfront conceives, and indeed markets, itself as both international (globalized) and local (African and Capetonian). It hopes to appeal to domestic and international tourists, as well as to local urbanites of all colors. In other words, it places itself at the core of the converging trends of neoliberalism, globalization, democratization, and desegregation that we mentioned earlier. Assessing this bold claim by means of empirical evidence is not, however, only about testing the success of such a marketing image. Far more interestingly, taking a closer look at the 'public' who actually come to the Waterfront, trying to decipher how this public has been constructed, and whether it has changed with democratization, means, in Lefebvrian terms, shifting the gaze from an 'abstract space' to the 'spatial practices' that it hosts. 62 We thus return to the idea of the mall as a center for social interaction as presented by Hopkins in respect of West Edmonton mall, and pose a further question: can a mall also function as a center for social interaction in a deeply divided, post-conflict society and, if so, how? We have chosen to focus our analysis mainly -though not exclusively -on race. Social interaction and publicity require a confrontation with the Other; that is, the racial Other in the South African context. Indeed, as Seekings insists, 63 South African 'society remains highly racialised' 64 and 'there remains a close correlation between official apartheid-era classification, post-apartheid self-classification and post-apartheid classification by other people.' 65 Elaborating on what he calls 'the continuous salience of race,' he shows the continuity of racial division, and its inherently social rather than economic nature. A majority of South Africans live in areas segregated from other 'races' and even elementary education is still largely divided along the old racial lines. 66 Interracial contacts are not only limited but are also wrought with difficulties. Louise Vincent 67 notes that even where interracial encounters have increased, they do not necessarily lead to greater racial integration, as they often occur within a context of unequal power relations. 
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We relied on a set of methods to empirically assess how the Waterfront public is racially constructed, divided, and diversified. We employed an ethnographic approach, conducting participant observation at the Waterfront since 1994, keeping field diaries, hanging around, and talking to people. Since 2001, we have gathered more than 50 questionnaires, which include structured inter views with patrons, shop managers, security guards, and various stakeholders. 68 In order to understand the racial and temporal patterns of the V&A's frequentation, we counted the patrons on various occasions. Exploratory countings were first done in 2000, 2001, and 2004. Systematic countings were subsequently done between February and April 2005. A specific location (the Victoria Mall's seaside entrance) was chosen and the passers-by were counted within a 15-minute period. This was repeated every hour (from 10:00 to 18:00) throughout the week and weekend. Simultaneously, the patrons counted were categorized racially, using the local criteria -in other terms, we tried to assess what racial identity they would be (forcibly?) assigned by their interlocutor during any kind of interaction with strangers. While aware of the political and ethical difficulties of this categorization process, we argue with Seekings that social interaction at the V&A occurs within this framework. How people define themselves, racially or otherwise, counts much less than how they are defined by others -a consequence of the anonymity of interaction within public space. We relied on our long field experience in and around Cape Town and our equally long study and use of South African racial categorizations to ensure correct classification. 69 South Africans routinely assign a 'race' to the people they meet, basing this assessment on phenotype: first on skin color, then on facial features (e.g., Capetonians recognize several different types of 'Coloured' faces), language (if overheard), accent (the English and Afrikaans accents of 'Coloured' Capetonians differ greatly from those of Whites and Blacks), 'loudness,' bodily attitudes, clothing (a Muslim scarf, or a Xhosa doek), etc. It is probable that we occasionally misclassified, but we also know that South Africans get it wrong from time to time, which underlines the fact that the idea of 'race' is socially and historically constructed, as well as endlessly mutable. For a majority of South Africans, the racial categories are still as real as ever, and many still believe that there are some biological, essential properties that differentiate people. 70 
How to change a white space?
Seen through the eyes of a local critic, the Waterfront could present a prime example of what architect Jonathan Manning 71 has described as a post-apartheid private urban space linked to a display of wealth and architectural racism, which is 'about form fetish and imagery rather than about creating space to accommodate social interaction.' Manning denounces the style of many present-day South African buildings as lacking an African cultural heritage, and rather evoking European aesthetic fantasies from ancient Greece or Imperial Rome, rural England, Tuscany or Provence -in short, they mimic quintessentially White spaces. The Waterfront could be a prime case in Manning's point: not only its colonial architecture could produce such spatial fantasies and simulacrums, but also the very history of the place is White. A colonial harbor, it symbolizes the European political domination and subsequent economic power. Buildings such as the quay where prisoners were sent to Robben Island, the Breakwater Lodge hotel, once a 19th century prison, still dot the landscape. The architects and designers in charge of transforming the harbor into a place of leisure were as White as the customers they targeted. Indeed, until shortly after 1994, the Waterfront used to be an exclusively White leisure area, 72 and far from welcoming for the shoppers from Black townships, who were even racially harassed in 1993 and 1994. 73 Local geographers Ferreira and Visser do not squarely address the issue of the Waterfront as a White space, but the issue looms large, if implicit and unrecognized, in their positive presentation of the place as the 'South African Riviera,' which 'has become a 'special space' for whites' and an 'escape from the realities of a post-apartheid and increasingly Africanizing Cape Town.' 74 Ferreira and Visser explain how exceptional Cape Town has been and is in terms of its history and demographics -a Coloured and White city more than anything, with no real place for Africans. They hope that the new Dubai owners will add a layer of 'African identity,' while simultaneously pointing out that the Whites and Coloureds have 'a justifiable claim' to the heritage of Waterfront and calling it the 'White man's playground.' 75 In order to interrogate both of these local perspectives on South African public spaces, we studied the actual social interactions and practices at the Waterfront. Are the categories of class and/or race really contested there and, if so, how? Only sufficiently recent empirical data could help us answer these questions.
Our countings show a dramatic change in visitor profiles over time. Indeed, the Waterfront was designed by (upper middle-class) Whites for (upper middle-class) Whites, and has long been a hostile place for anyone else. In 2005, however, the figures began to reflect a very different reality (see Figure 4) . Coloured and African Capetonians, even if they live in the far-off townships of the Cape Flats, were turning up in growing numbers. Whites were still overrepresented, although this could in part be explained by the presence of international tourists, mainly from the UK and Germany. 76 In the 2005 counting, more than 60 per cent of visitors on Saturday afternoons were not White. 
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In addition to racial desegregation, the Waterfront shows strong signs of social heterogeneity. The majority of the visitors interviewed can still be described as middle-class. However, our question naires show that one-third of all visitors belong to the lowest income categories. Other indicators support these findings; for instance, approximately 50 per cent of the interviewees used public transportation to travel to the Waterfront. 77 This is indeed a strong class marker in South Africa, where anybody who can possibly afford a car owns one.
This racial and social heterogeneity is further emphasized by the fact that the Waterfront is public land, even though the buildings themselves are private. Consequently, managing the place is a delicate balancing act between sometimes contradictory legislation concerning private and public spaces. This becomes particularly evident in the ways security guards constantly negotiate with street children and bergies, attempting to limit their presence at the Waterfront.
They're a nuisance. They disturb people. But if they do nothing, we can't do nothing; we struggle with them all the time. (Security guard) 78 The crowd at the Waterfront has brought color and bustle back to the old harbor. One can see the emerging African bourgeoisie, also called buppies (Black urban professionals), wearing locally designed but award-winning Afro-chic, Italian sunglasses, and Nokia cell phones. They mix with African maids with berets and blue-collar workers dressed-up in leather jackets and woolen caps. Respectable Coloured Muslim families mill around, mothers and daughters wearing headscarves, proud fathers holding their sons' hands. The multiracial youth follows international fashion, but with slight nuances and variations that reveal the racial and social group with which the wearer identifies to the initiated in-crowd. A quintessential group, upper-class housewives, is often jokingly referred to as kugels. Originally, they were overprivileged Jewish ladies with long artificial nails, glittering jewelry, and Dynasty-inspired outfits and hairdos. The term was later extended to any middle-class woman wearing enough bling. International tourists clad in a variety of holiday gear rub shoulders with business people, office clerks, and the occasional cultural geographer or anthropologist -in short, basically anyone.
Why, then, do all these very different people flock to the Waterfront? The first, obvious, answer would be that they come to the Waterfront for what it was built for: shopping. The Waterfront as a whole was obviously designed as a commercial space, as all its activities are geared towards consumption. Even when the amphitheatre hosts a performance of gumboot dancers, the purpose is to tempt people to stay longer and spend more money. However, the activities offered by no means cover all visitor practices. People often simply walk down the alleys, stroll, look around, and rest (see Figure 5 ). Remarkably, 40 per cent of the interviewees maintained that they had spent no money at the Waterfront. They insisted that they had come to enjoy the place and nothing else -South African flâneurs. What is more, a sizeable part of the money spent (35 per cent) was devoted to social activities such as having a drink with friends, sharing a meal or going to the movies. Interestingly, our observations are very similar to those Hopkins made in the Canadian West Edmonton Mall: 'WEM is often used more as a place to wander, to socialize -to mallinger -than simply as a place to make purchases and quickly depart.' 79 The Waterfront also contains an element of the extraordinary as Black South Africans with their history of isolation and townships of deprivation enjoy the aesthetic experience and international buzz. In the interviews, it also became obvious that the patrons and shop managers of V&A perceived the place differently. When asked whom they thought the mall was for, some restaurant and shop managers emphasized the equality of the mall: 'everyone can come,' and 'all types of people can come.' Others pointed out the exclusivity of the place: 'it is not for the people from Khayelitsha' (Cape Town's poor, African township), or 'it is for people who have money to spend.' These answers contrast with Waterfront patrons' responses, who, while clearly aware of the high prices in the mall, were nevertheless unanimous regarding the heterogeneity of the crowd: 'all kinds of people,' 'many tourists,' 'everybody,' and 'a multiracial place.' The wealth -or lack thereof -of other patrons was not considered important in their answers. The interviewed patrons did not com plain about the high prices -as noted, many of them were not really shopping. Instead, they emphasized the sociability and pleasure of being there. Looking at people and things, they told us, was their main source of pleasure and an important activity. Thus, the main answer we elicited from them was a rather circular one: despite all the shopping opportunities, the entertainment, and gaudy architecture, the main amusement that the Waterfront offers is the people there. It is the place to see and to be seen. Everyone is on display in this public urban space's multiethnic show. The young people, they come to stand and look. They want to look pretty, and fashionable … It is an extroverted place. (Coloured male, 19) The Waterfront functions as a live stage and a social theater. 80 Many people are engaged in reciprocal performances: they both enjoy the crowd and want to stand out from it; like classic flâneurs, they want to watch and be watched. They are both the public and the actors of a novel social play. The old Coloured lady looking for an international atmosphere and experience is fascinated by the tourists from all over the planet, while the German traveler, who would not dare enter a township, enjoys looking at the locals, taking in the African flavor of the place.
The Waterfront as a social public space has thus undergone a major desegregation process: its actual public has been reconstructed as much more inclusive, both racially and socially. We will later suggest that this process can be described as social 'publicization.' Here, a White space has become more accessible, that is, more (socially) public. But this very real and striking change does not always occur smoothly. The Waterfront is reminiscent of a giant container where people are on display or, in Morris's words, where 'the crowd itself becomes a decorative feature of the shopping centre's performance', 81 and where urban sociability can flourish. It is cosmopolitan and African at the same time.
Tenacious boundaries
Nevertheless, the Waterfront also remains a White space, or a space of whiteness, and critical race theory can help us understand what this means to the new patrons. As a behavioral and aesthetic norm, whiteness has been hugely influential in South Africa. The theorists of whiteness studies have pointed out how invisible and taken-for-granted whiteness can easily become, and how it underlines the expectations of what is socially acceptable, especially in colonial countries. 82 Annika Teppo has also pointed out the sheer tenaciousness of the boundaries of whiteness, and the ideal state of being a good White, which everyone, including people of color tried to achieve, whether passing for White -as was once commonplace -or not. 83 During apartheid, a Coloured person found it much easier to pass for White as soon as he or she could adjust his/her habitus to be respectable enough. This respectability included being clean and neat, wearing good clothes and speaking in a manner considered 'civilized.' Indeed, one of the pet peeves of White South Africans is to complain aloud about how loud and obnoxious people of color are. In public places such as the Waterfront, a proper behavior is a 'White' behavior. Loudness is frowned upon, and White aesthetic ideals are presented in every shop window. Whatever 'blackness' means in South Africa, it is still the suppressed Other with all the negative consequences this has in respect of social interaction and racial mixing. Nevertheless, these boundaries are not easily expressed aloud. If South Africans have become careful at something, it is voicing their opinions about such a charged issue as race. Yet, under the surface of polite words, many heated emotions simmer. The language used when speaking about racial issues is veiled, almost coded. Strategically placed silences are often as informative as that which is said aloud. The last quote points to the very ambivalence of the racial diversity experience. For this old White man, strict segregation has been a way of life for decades; mingling with the racial Other discomforts him enough to lower his voice, even though he approves of their presence. The oppression of the past, even when seen in the positive light of a much better present, is still there and affecting people. In many interviews, the seemingly cheerful tone of the answers was not far removed from painful memories.
Charlotte Lemanski has defined Cape Town as a 'city of exclusions'. 84 Indeed, in addition to the racial norms generally affecting and segregating the society, the Waterfront demonstrates that racial boundaries are simultaneously porous and persistent at several levels. First, the striking racial heterogeneity of the Waterfront public can be broken down into finer temporal patterns, also telling of the complexity of racial mixity. Waterfront visitors have changed dramatically over time, with more Africans and Coloureds -who were virtually absent in the mid-1990s -arriving. 85 This trend continued between 2001 and 2005, with a steady increase in African and Coloured patrons. There are also differences in frequentation over the course of the week. Whites patronize the Waterfront all week long, whereas Africans and Coloureds are less represented on weekdays (around a third of all visitors), but arrive en masse on Saturdays and Sundays. Whites tend to come in the morning and remain throughout the day, while Coloureds and Africans arrive later. Interestingly, different groups do not exclude one another, and there are no signs of 'white flight,' as the Whites do not leave the place to Africans in the late afternoon, but coexist within the same space. The high number of Whites during daytime can possibly be explained by the number of foreign, mostly White, tourists, who comprise roughly one quarter of all visitors. Furthermore, South African Whites enjoy much more leisure time than other racial groups 86 : housewives and students are, for example, more likely to be White. Conversely, working-class Coloureds and Africans are, well, working during the week. Thus, Saturday seems to be the day of choice to enjoy the Waterfront, as Sundays are generally spent between the church, family lunch, and home. The variations in frequentation patterns are not only explained by the racial groups' differences regarding leisure time, but also by the structure of the former apartheid city itself. Africans and Coloureds live on the periphery of the city, can mostly not afford a car, and have to use the inefficient public transport. Consequently, they need more time to travel to the Waterfront, and arrive later.
Second, there are also concrete, spatial racial boundaries with their exclusions and inclusions. In the interviews, the space of the mall was perceived as divided between the inside and the outside, reflecting the difference in property rights. The inside of the mall, in particular the second floor, was more likely to be mentioned as a place for wealthy people, with somewhat more restricted access: there was fun and games for all regardless of color, granted, but only for those who could afford it. By contrast, the outside -the quays and terraces, and relatively inexpensive fast-food counters -was described as a free and safe urban space for all -a rare treat in Cape Town.
down to where I enter a happy hubbub, where a mixed crowd bustles between the fake Africana of the souvenir shops and the weekly shopping at Pick n Pay. Under the light of a glass roof, the elaborate scents of Crabtree & Evelyn mix somewhat uneasily with the syrupy aroma of Sweets from Heaven. Badly in need of refreshment, I head for my favorite spot, the quay terrace of the San Marco café. As soon as I set a foot outside, the atmosphere changes: an unmistakable African sun blinds me, and I bump into a gathering. A mixture of South African-style gospel and soul music thunders through the loudspeakers: a show is going on at the amphitheater. This outside pleasantness is highlighted by the scenic environment -indeed, many of the patrons we interviewed mentioned the docks and sea breeze as attractions. The outside space was actually the one point that had even the most critical interviewees compare the Waterfront favorably with other malls. This is a mixed statement. In fact, the expressed dislike of high prices and pretentiousness, the felt loss of dignity that the interviewee presented, points to another issue. After the long era of com plete exclusion, after being largely confined to the townships, all Black South Africans are definitely not at home, and even experience discomfort here.
Part of the reason for this discomfort is the invisible racial and social lines etched on the Waterfront landscape: the fine divisions between the outside and inside, and weekends and weekdays are telling. Caused by the constant encounters between White and non-White people, these lines bear a resemblance to the segregation Arun Saldanha saw emerging on the beaches of Goa, India. 87 There, the hippie subculture excluded all but White visitors, pushing Indian tourists and locals to spatial and temporal margins in, for example, bars or at all-night 'open' beach parties. In Goa, the viscous and versatile boundaries of whiteness were subtly, but decisively, drawn with ever-shifting practices, phenotypes, and codes of conduct. Despite its similarities to the processes Saldanha describes and largely due to its different historical, political, and racial context, the process of making race at the V&A results in different outcomes from those in Goa, as it is cautiously inclusive rather than exclusive. While there are concrete spatial and temporal divisions, they are hardly as compelling as in Goa. Besides, for those Whites who detest racially mixed public spaces, there are always other, 'more White' malls such as Tigervalley in Durbanville in northern Cape Town.
Third, there are the invisible social boundaries, which are perhaps the hardest to detect. The ways they are navigated and negotiated through interaction are only momentarily visible. Nevertheless, we should proceed with caution, not over hastily prescribing what kind of interaction is indeed meaningful and what not. As various observers have shown -be they journalists, novelists or social scientists -the signs that allow one to track social changes in South Africa are often quite elusive and expressed in the idioms of attitude, style, language, or even consumption. 88 In seemingly casual interactions, gender and youth identities, or a race/class identity nexus are subtly maneuvered. At the V&A, a myriad of functional exchanges occurs successfully between shopping Whites and working Blacks, or vice versa. However, actual conversations seldom happen over color lines: it is as if invisible glue holds people in their predetermined places. South Africans, who are very capable of engaging in hearty and deep interactions with strangers, experience discomfort when doing it across racial lines, and therefore need a common purpose of some kind.
A not so negligible number of single African males sit on the steps, watching a temporary attraction: in the open space between the amphitheater, the food court, the select Vaughan Johnson wine shop and the paths to other shops, a trampoline has been set up, as well as elastic cords that are attached to a wide metal framework. The event seems to be sponsored by Adidas, as a giant cardboard shoebox sports the brand next to the installation.
I briefly stop in my tracks: screams of delight mixed with parental interjections cover the usual racket of the seagulls. Something fun is clearly happening. Under the supervision of their parents, children of all races climb the trampoline: a Coloured girl, wearing a Muslim scarf, happily jumps and bumps in the air into a Coloured boy and a White boy. An African child waits for his turn, and replaces the White boy on the trampoline. At the same time, a pictureperfect little blond girl, with long curls, screams with delight as she is thrown into the air by the Coloured attendantsafely harnessed to the elastic cords. Her White mother joins in the happy screaming, as the girl bounces up and down. Parents of all colors line the place, and proudly watch -side by side -their children playing -side by side, or even together, on the trampoline. Parents exchange friendly words, point at each other's children, and enjoy a happy moment together. The Waterfront management had carefully constructed this event, no doubt to foster a family atmosphere and encourage people to stay longer. Participants in the event would be tired from all the jumping and screaming, and would perhaps want to enjoy a refreshing drink at the nearby food court. Customers already eating their Kentucky Fried Chicken, their fries, and ice creams sat down on the benches and steps to enjoy the free show and the children's laughter. They could go back to the counter to order more, as their own children took their turn on the trampolines. The Adidas logo had been seen and associated with a happy, rare moment. This entertainment was definitely manufactured to encourage consumption, but it nevertheless created a social microevent that was unthinkable, even illegal, under apartheid. For the people involved, it was a passing but equal and meaningful encounter during which interracial contact was free of tensions. The children provided a perfect excuse and topic to share; the occasion was temporary, the encounter ephemeral, and devoid of any kind of commitment (for instance, of sustained relations between the participants).
The racial, spatial, and temporal boundaries are part of the display of difference. This display does not exist without ambivalence. Not only is this a bold and attractive show of multiculturalism, but the differences displayed also remain evident, sustained, and collectively understood, even if they are less sharply defined than they used to be. There is still the element of separateness at play, and the line is drawn in personal relations. White, Coloured or Black South Africans seldom visit each others' suburbs. It is thus only logical that multiracial groups are still a rare sight in the corridors of the mall, or at the tables of local restaurants.
In the end, the main Waterfront show is shockingly simple: the peaceful coexistence of people of all colors. This was also reflected in the questionnaires when the patrons were asked if they thought the Waterfront reflected the New South Africa.
Yes, because all the race groups come here. All races actually come here for entertainment. (Coloured supervisor, 41) The previously exclusive White man's playground has become a 'glocal' stage where South African tensions and issues are presented in a cosmopolitan setting. For the tourists, the show is being close to the 'real' Africa. For the locals, it is being part of a multiethnic, multiracial crowd. Yet, there are limitations to the racial mixing, and the ghost of apartheid's logic of separateness hovers in the corridors of the mall. Will this remain? Other ethnographic evidence points to the tentative development of a sociability of a more peaceful and equalitarian kind with the Waterfront acting as the 'cosmopolitan canopy' that Elijah Anderson identified in Philadelphia's Reading Terminal Market, 'where a diversity of people can feel comfortable enough to relax their guard and go about their business more casually.' 89 While the trampoline playground temporarily offered such a smaller canopy -more permanent ones are being established by the café society -as described by Laurier and Philo -that is forming at the V&A Waterfront and elsewhere in Cape Town. 90 These cafés, in Europe as in South Africa, provide a quasi-theatrical performance by baristas: de-anonymizing and a light mode of being together. At these cafés, aspects of cosmopolitan and local identities are combined, and raised as local issues. Since the ambience and spatial arrangements of a café can encourage high sociability and social mixing, established and often quickly-drawn boundaries -here, racial boundaries -are constantly tested and pushed, as they are porous and permeable, and do not always constitute barriers.
The ambience in this café feels like a piece of Africa where everything is fine-tuned as not to remind one of the surrounding Dark Continent. Yet, the physical surroundings turn out to be calculatedly European. This applies to the furniture as well: all chairs and tables are very high-tech, minimalistic, stainless steel and pale wood. The people serving are Black, very friendly, while most customers are White. Menus are in Portuguese and the snacks are also of that ethnic persuasion. The coffeehouse is very open, in the corridor of the mall, imitating a European café. The chairs are all turned towards the corridor, which plays the role of the street: this is where the theatre is, this is the scenery you should be enjoying. I order coffee, and the clerk bellows my order out loud in a manner which makes me giggle uncontrollably, as the other guys preparing coffee respond to his shout in thundering unison. I receive my coffee very quickly from an equally noisy guy at the other end of a counter. All the raucous, happy bustle and fuss about one puny latte is atypical of South African restaurants, which usually pride themselves on being subtly European. It has also put me in a happy, Cultural boundaries are thus not made irrelevant by globalization but produce new forms of distinctiveness and identity politics. 91 In social interaction, these boundaries, be they racial or cultural, are constantly tested and reordered. The V&A Waterfront offers a particularly good background for this.
But why? The racial, spatial, and temporal boundaries -all the obstacles a Black person has to overcome in order to spend some time there -are deeply rooted in South African history. The strange cultural frame of reference, the fear, and the invisible wall felt when coming into a 'White area' might prevent Black South Africans from entering. However, there are reasons why a mall could constitute a suitable place for this kind of sociability. Hopkins has identified the myths embodied in malls: the ideas of egalitarianism through consumption, personal transformation, millionaire status, and the myth of public community center. 92 All these myths have a powerful appeal in contemporary South Africa where social inequality and widespread poverty add to the allure of these ideas. In fact, what applies in West Edmonton Mall, also applies to the V&A: enclosure is liberating yet confining; protection is reassuring yet encroaching; control is regulating yet potentially discriminating; space is diverse yet inflexible. The mega-mall is a community stage, yet stages community acts; it is at once both socially congregative (sociopetal) and divisive (socio fugal); it is public yet private. 93 The Waterfront undeniably offers a safe and accessible haven for expressing new social identities, groundbreaking by virtue of their mere existence, as apartheid had strictly prohibited any such mixture of identities.
Outside the Waterfront and other malls, there are, however, very few spaces where these new social forms can be expressed, as the violence and insecurity that characterize present-day South African society and which still affect Blacks more than others, tend to make any spontaneous en counter threatening. 94 At the Waterfront, there are elements that also symbolically include people of color; it is, after all, the gateway to Robben Island, the symbol of Black suffering, but also of White power overcome. The heavily contested information boards that were eventually erected to remind passers-by of the history of the place, its workers, fishermen, and prisoners are also symbolically important. 95 The new Nobel Square capitalizes on the international image of Desmond Tutu and Nelson Mandela, but also pays homage to the four South Africans who received the Nobel Peace Prize -a sure proof of a troubled past. Here, the pain of racial segregation has not been ignored or glossed over as it has in the other malls of Cape Town, or in Grand West Casino. 96 It is present and acknowledged, which makes the whole space much less abstract or homogenous. 97 To add a final twist to this picture, Meaghan Morris has argued that malls 'are overwhelmingly and constitutively paradoxical' and that, '[t]o complicate matters, this dual quality is very much a part of [their] strategies of appeal, their "seductiveness", and also of their management of change.' 98 She uses the term 'ambivalence' 99 to sum up this quality, and the V&A Waterfront is indeed ambivalent in many ways. This ambivalence can be detected in occasional moments of vio lence, when the violence of exclusion appears on the stage that the Waterfront represents 100 : it is not only a space where social and racial boundaries are (re)drawn, but also where political issues are contested. In the 1990s, skirmishes or larger-scale (national or city-wide) battles were fought there: we have already mentioned the 1993 and 1994 racial harassment of township shoppers. These skirmishes were quickly ended and in the wake of the first democratic election, the V&A Waterfront management could not afford to alienate the African market. The Muslim vigilante group, PAGAD (People Against Gangsterism and Drugs) exploded a bomb in the V&A Waterfront's Planet Hollywood, wounding two people on 1 January 1999. 101 By taking the fight against gangsters and drugs into its own hands in the context of rising crime, the movement turned even more violent, and was said to be responsible for an array of bombings in the Cape Town area, targeting tourist and gay bars, as well as various outlets regarded as symbols of capitalist, western globalization.
Since the end of the 1990s, however, very few incidents have been recorded, and our field observ ations confirm that the nature of the social relations there is currently benign. This could be interpreted as a victory of neoliberal, consumerist attitudes. We suggest another interpretation: South Africa is a post-conflict society, and the framework (political, legal, social) regulating access to public space -in Staeheli and Mitchell's words, the 'regime of publicity' 102 -is new and relatively consensual. Thus, the main event at play is a mixture of enactment and contestation: new, hard-won 'legitimate' identities are boldly displayed in a safe place. These new identities often combine race, class, and gender: the Waterfront is a place where one's identity as a woman -even dressed in a mini-skirt, something that recently led to abuse and assault at a Johannesburg taxi rank -doesn't mean a direct threat to one's physical safety. Being openly African, middle-class, and a consumer is a new statement with strong political undertones in a country where it was frowned upon, if not downright dangerous, 15 years ago.
Publicization: theoretical implications
Upper-class shoppers, street children, and maids in their Sunday best constitute the 'public' without which the Waterfront could not exist. This public happens to be multiracial, socially mixed, continuously generating various identities, and testing the boundaries of these particular identities. In this process, social spaces are constantly produced. The Waterfront's management does not entirely control this public and has to negotiate with it. The recent evolution of the Water front shows a dramatic increase in visitor diversity. Identities are being expressed, tried, and redefined. They are no longer the government's diktat, but are negotiated through a set of con straints (such as income or social norms -here, whiteness). Despite the various ambivalences that we have pointed out, the Waterfront becomes a place where it is indeed possible to test new social practices: shopping in a select, formerly White space, being a penniless flâneur in a shopping mall, being a parent and not only a racialized other. The diversity of the Waterfront crowd, and the opening of a plurality of uses and perspectives, to use Joseph's words again, are proofs that, over time, the Waterfront has become an increasingly public place socially. We suggest that this process of private spaces becoming more public should be called publicization.
With privatization receiving much more attention, the issue of publicization has generally been overlooked in urban studies. However, this one-sided focus on privatization has recently started drawing fire. Edward Soja deplores the 'tendency to see changes in public space simply as a kind of undemocratic transfer to the private domain.' 103 Moreover, recent literature points out that the emergence of public space -as we know it -has never been accidental or self-evident. On the contrary, it is the result of social and political processes, and often it has to be contested and conquered. Throughout history, those excluded and 'othered' -the working class, women, and people of color -have made claims to space. This has prompted Don Mitchell to argue that 'public space is thus socially produced through its use as public space.' 104 Soja and Mitchell point out that public space should be approached by refocusing on processes, as well as their diversity. 105 We also apply this suggestion to the notion of publicization. Since privatization is defined as the process through which a space is made more private, we can define the process of publicization as the process through which a space is made more public.
The notion of publicization has many applications in the field of urban studies, be it in other cities of the South, emerging countries, or even in the metropolises of the industrial North. When analyzing contemporary urban dynamics, we first have to ask: which new spaces are being publicized, how, and by whom? In South Africa, it is not just malls that are undergoing public ization.
Parks, beaches, and places of worship are experiencing the same process to different degrees. The notion of publicization is thus helpful in uncovering the emerging forms of social cohesion and spatial 'togetherness.' 106 Second, publicization is definitely not a process unique to Cape Town or South Africa. Similar processes have been described in other cities. Guénola Capron, for example, has revealed how the decay of Argentina's public sphere and public spaces has led to the transfer of many social practices to the malls of Buenos Aires. 107 Publicization also works at the three levels of public space identified earlier: the political, the juridical, and the social. 108 At the political level, for instance, publicization occurs when franchise is extended and, in general, every time people gain more rights. In the juridical sense, a private space becomes publicized when the state acquires ownership of the land. Lastly, the process of publicization takes place socially when a significant, previously excluded, segment of the population gains physical access to a space. When assessing any space's degree of publicity, all three levels should be simultaneously taken into consideration. This also applies to privatization, which stems from the same dynamics as publicization. Privatization also needs to be considered and assessed at the political, juridical, and social levels. Consequently, publicization and privatization can occur simul taneously within a single space. In our case study, the V&A Waterfront underwent juridical privatization in the sense that a private company now manages it. Nevertheless, it has also been undergoing social publicization, as it now hosts the diverse multitudes of Cape Town. We therefore maintain that the significant social changes in South Africa are not only being sustained, but also performed and amplified in that mall. In spite of all the negotiations and restrictions, the V&A Waterfront is the best that Cape Town can currently offer in terms of social public space.
[M]alls are more than locations of consumption. Because of their secondary social and recreational roles, they represent a shared experience, a way of everyday life for most people. 109 We have tried to argue here that, at the V&A Waterfront, the social role of the mall may even be the principal one. Furthermore, a 'shared experience,' albeit in a mall, is a precious and rare occurrence in post-apartheid South Africa. In the words of Gilbert and Wood, such 'public spaces are not only important because they are the site of representation of a multicultural society, but rather because they test the relationships between members of such society.' 110 The literature on malls has often emphasized the transfer in time and space that malls offer as cut off from the surrounding realities. But regardless of how salutary, even therapeutic this place can feel after the segregated reality of the surrounding city, it is more than just a fantasy -there is a large chunk of social reality being produced in the same environment. People do really encounter here, they do really interact, however fleetingly, on a more equal basis that has happened in decades, if ever. And the heavily commercial ideas of the developers and global retailers, the ambivalence and discomfort brought by insidious social norms are not the only influ ence on South African people's ideas. They have shown, time and again, that they are quite able to choose for themselves. 
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